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ANTA FE NEW
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY. DECEMBER

VrOL. 46.
CONVICTS
I

INTOXICATION CAUSES MURDER
AND THEN LYNCHING.

FOR

Crime Lurks in Cup in S."iall Virginia
Town and Turns Holiday Into
Mourning.
Hurley, "a.. i3ec. 2$. Following
the killing here on Christmas eve of
Samuel Maker, and the serious wounding of his wife, and two children Hiy
the former's old enemy, Henry Pennington, a mob of ion citizens took
Pennington from jail where he had
been incarcerated under heavy guard
and hanged him.
Pennington who had been drinking,
picked a quarrel with Baker, and .shot
him while the latter was on his way
to a Sunday school Christmas tree
with bis wife, his two children and a
friend, Wyatt Meadows. Seeing that
he had killed Baker. Pennington started to run away. Mrs, "TiaTter" called
after Pennington and implored Trim td
help her take the body home.
The ruse worked, and Pennington
went back to the spot where his victim lay dead. "Bent upon avenging
the dead, Mrs. Baker grabbed Pennington's pistol from his pocket and
shot twice at him. Her aim was bad.
possession of
Pennington recovered
the pistol and then sihot the woman,
and attempted to kill Meadows and
the two children.
Pennington was captured by a posse
on the outskirts of the town, after an
exchange of shots with the deputies,
who severely wounded him. Later the
mob was organized, the guard was overpowered and Pennington was taken
to the engine room of a lumber mill
near by and banged to a steam pipe.

LL0I

Forty of Them Will Be Sent
to Grant County in a
Few Days
UBOR SCARCE

AT SILVER

CITY

Cold Weather Forces Abandon"
ment of Gallinas Canon
Highway.
Rev. A. M. 'tandalari of Albuquerque, was a caller on Governor Curry
this forenoon and arranged to hold
a three days' retreat at the territorial
penitentiary for Catholic convicts.
Father Mandalari is deservedly om
of the most beloved priests in the
southwest, being constantly engaged
in gooJ works.
Co.ivicts for Mogollon Road.
Owing to the deep snow and eoid
weather, the convict gang at work on
the Scenic Highway in Gallinas canon, will be brought home from Las
Vegas, and after the men whose term
is about to expire have been replaced
by long term men, and the squad increased to forty men, will be sent to
Silver City to work on the Stiver
n
road. Labor is scarce
in Grant county and wages high and
therefore convict labor will be employed. As soon as the weather permits another gang of thirty to forty
convicts will be put to work on La
Bajada hill, eighteen miles south of
Santa Fe on the Santa
Scenic Highway.
Notary Public Appointed.
William H. Mullane of Carlsbad,
Eddy county, was today appointed a
notary public by Governor Curry.
City-Mogcllo-
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OWNERS TAKE
COMMENDABLE COURSE.

Washington. Dec. 2. Genera! Ba
traiia the revolutionary
leader in
Nicaragua, will not accept the
terms laid down by the
new President Madriz, as a basis for
a telegram from liltiefields
place,
states that Madriz had proposed in
tlie telegram to Estrada the suspen-hioof hostilities pending M arrival of a committee he is sending to
Kstrada to discuss the amicable settlement of the present strife. General Kstrada expressed willingness to
meet the commissioners but said the
revolutionary party would not recognize the action of the Nicaraguan
congress in placing power in the
hands of Madriz.
He denied most
emphatically the assembly's right to
deal with the election of a president
and stated he saw In Madriz a usurper of the Hunts of the Nicaraguan
people.
The Terms of Peace.
2ft.
Madriz'
Dec.
Washington.
terms of peace are shown in a letter
addressed to a friend. He says that,
the revolutionists should
recognize
Then both armies
nii government.
00u!fl i1e disbanded, all arms and am- munition turned over to him. Within
six months he will look to the holding
of an election, he guaranteeing, free
A telegram from Managua
voting.
su.vs
Madriz is preparing to send

the first of his special messages to
The message will deal
Congress.
with amendments he believes neces- sary to the Interstate Commerce and
Sherman anti-trulaws. The Presi- act
will deal with the anti-trus- t
at great length. There has been a
disposition among the leaders of the
Senate and the House the last few
days to urge the President not to send
in his anti-trus- t
message just now. It
is said however, that President Taft
has decided to go forward with his
program. The message will be ready
on
for reading in Congress
January
5th.
Congress Will Adjourn Early.
Washington, Dec. 28. The program
of the Democrats in the House this
session is to keep down appropria
tions and vote against the ship subsidy," said Minority Deader' Champ
Governor R. A.
Kalanian- ACRE THAN ELSEWHERE.
Clark of Missouri today. "The House
aole withdrew these statements, but
leaders are rushing everything to get
the appropriation measures through, Northwestern States Claim Preced- returned to the attack next day in a
written public statement.
and that subject and the ship subsidy
ence Idaho is First With
A revolution is going on in the
proposition seems to be the only two
29 Bushels.
minds of the Hawaiian people on this
things that are to be taken up. We
are opposed to a ship siiosidy bill;
of public lands," he said,
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 28. Idaho. question
we favor a river harbor bill. I look
and Montana are "and we must do something to get the
Washington,
Oregon
for adjournment in April, certainly
the four greatest wheat producing land out among the people."
by May 1st."
Kalanianaole is thought by some to
states per acre in t lie Union, accord- i
to statistics just compiled by A. have aspirations to become governor
ing
RICH MALEFACTORS
F. Hitt, special field agent in Idaho, himself, in view of rumors of Frear's troops eastward to meet Estrada's
SENTENCED TO DEATH
Oregon and Washington, for the bu- - being disposed to" resign and return to army.
reau of statistics of the United States the bench, as it is believed here that
Found Guilty of Assassinating Their
s
REFORMERS GET AFTER
del)artment cf agriculture. He gives President. Taft would be much
Associates Their Es- FOOTBALL RULES.
to
a
Hawaiian.
cd
(h(,
irst
IdanQ
appoint
J)lace jn
Illo(iut.tion
tate Mulcted.
j 0f
winter wheat, the average yield be- - j
Seventy-Seveing 29 bushels. Washington is sec- - FROM GREAT DRUNK
Colleges and UniversiBan Antonio, Texas, JLe,c. zs. pro- ond with 25.9 bushels. Oreeon beins
PASSES INTO ETERNITY
at Gathering
ties
Represented
Mexico and independent newspapers lWrd wlth
i; b.18heK
The general j
in New York.
...
uu
Owuw.wow
.average of the United States is given
Denver, Colo.,. pec. 28jrjAwakening t
up the cudgel in defense of the Alex- - t J55 bllsuels. Montana headii lhe
from a troubled sleep4 following an
New York, Dec. 28. Seventy-seveican government are holding up the Ust ,n tne
product,o 0r sprliis wheat, orgy
two aajs in nis iiuie colleges and universities were repre-- ;
Luis Proto case as conclusive evl the
lasung
28.8
bushels. home in
average yield being
rear of 1317 Tenth street, sented today at a gathering in this
dence that justice in Mexico is not in
Idaho is second with 2G bushels and Michael the
as precarious a condition as somu
O'Brien found his wife dead (.jty of athletic interests which
is third with 20.6 bushels,
would believe. Some of them even Washington
him. The woman, who was 52 pected to give fore to a demand for
the general average of the United
in
at
to
as
as
least
that
far
is supposed to have died of reform rules in foot ball. The meet-- j
say
go
old,
years
ofthis instance Mexico did better than States being 15.9 bushels. While es- alcoholism.
jng was the fourth annual convention
the United States would have done. ficial figures are not available, it is
The couple had for years lived in nf the Intercollegiate Assoication of
The case is briefly this. About six timated that the wheat crop in the the hovel where they were constantly the United States, and its action is
months ago Luis Proto, a prominent four states named is near the 05,000,- together and where each year they considered to
shape decisively the
ma
uw
wit.n
season,
cusnei
lnls
from
Sonoran, was shot and killed
Christmas season after fo0t ball rules committee's action in
the
celebrated
been
have
at their own fashion.
ambush near his home. Investigation Prices higher than they
They began two the revision of the rules of the play.
showed that some of his business as- - any time during the last 30 years,
in their lone celebration, West Point has taken the lead in pro-- ,
ago
days
87
to
in
the The quotations today are from
sociates were implicated
which ended Saturday night after4
a number of reforms. These
crime. All of them were arrested. 92 cents, but there are also records of both had fallen onto the bed in a dead posing
were
submitted
today and found
97
tried and convicted and will suffer sales at prices ranging from
stupor.
strong support. They included elimithe death penalty by being shot. Don cents to $1.02 a bushel.
nation of the neutral zone, modifica.
Rafael Trevino, the trial judge rec- tion of forward pass, limiting the
ommended not only that Pablo Gomez, ' NEW MODEL OF A
number of interference.
English
FLYING
MACHINE.
who committed the foul act, should be
L
WOOD
rugby, or Soccer foot ball, has been
executed, but that Pablo Gomez, Jr., i'
suggested as a substitute for the presof the firm of F. Bspinosa & Bros., Spokane Inventor Makes Novel
ent game.
and Francisco Baistiar
From
Accepted Types
parture
h.is
should
share
also implicated,
of Aeroplanes.
;
DENVER & RIO GRANDE
fate. Rafael Lopez, who turned state
TO BE INCLUDED.
evidence was sentenced by him
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 28. W. R.
eight years in the penitentiary. To Clark an iuventor, living in Spokane, Unnatural Craving for Strong
satisfy the claim of the widow and has completed a model flying maRock Island Absorbs
Lehigh Valley
son of the murdered man, the court ;hille oneJslxth of the normai sizei
Liquor is Blamed by
and Wabash and is Reaching
has attached the property of the conOut for Others.
925 cubic feet of plane sur.
Coroner
victed men to the amount of $245,500 contajning
f
with which tie will attempt flight
Tf woo
Tlnrt OC
ffitol- uwiug lu uie very nign suciui uuu early next month. He believes he has
commercial standing of two of the
-aerof
DIVEthe problem
successful
MAKE PROFIT
solved
KEEPERS
defendants, the trial was a long and ial
navigation by creating friction on
tedious affair. But there was no quibin the Lehigh Valley railway, and it is
element against which he is con
the
bling and the criminals will get their
used
Four
are
on;
Cases
of
Several
tending.
propellers
Mysterious understood that by January 11, 1910,
just due.
it will be announced that the Rock
the sides and the rear of the ma
Illness Are Now
Island has acquired the controlling
two
with
the
chine
wheels,
giving
top
WILL ASK PRESIDENT
Explained.
interest in the Wabash road, making
action as the gyroscope. The
same
TO INTERVENE IN STRIKE.
it the connecting link, as a leased
of
is
1,000
the
side
propellers
speed
between the Rock Island in the
28.
te'l'ne.
Ntw York, Dec.
revolutions a minute, while the gyroAccording
Threat That All Railroad Employes in i
wPst
and the Lehigh vaney road m
some
Coroner
New
revoof
to
are
2,000
wheels
Harburger,
geared
scope
Northwest Will Walk Out Next
tast.
tne
York's
make
Lucretia
dive keepers
lutions a minute. There is also a
Month.
It is also believed that through an
dome to hold the air under pressure Borgia look like a milk peddler. He
has reported to the police and excise arrangement with George Gould and
mainthe
the
steadiness
ship
28.
All leaders of ,and
St Paul, Dec.
department that wood alcohol is again tne Western Pacific, the new
.the switchmen's strike who have been tamed by a. descending parachute.
'
line will be formed, the
being sold as a beverage, with death
44
be
will
machine
The
completed
in consultation here with President
& Rio Grande filling the gap
instead
Denver
of
for
stimulation
62
tipplers
the
feet
from
feet
from
and
tip top
Hawley have left the city. President
who
five cents a drink. The coro- between the Rock Island's western
Perham of the Railroad Telegraphers piiot to rudder, the motive power be- ner pay that several cases of
and the Western Pacific's eastern termyssays
entwo
power gasoline
has gone to Washington and tomor- ing
terious
months
minal.
few
deaths
the
last
row will confer with members of the gines.
have been traced to this source.
The announcement of the Lehigh
Interstate Commerce Commission to
Valley
purchase was made at Daniel
learn if that body or President Taft NEW YORK TRIES
HOLIDAY ACTIVITY
G. Reid's home. He, with the Moores,
TO
CHECK
TONG
WAR.
to
avert
may be induced to intervene
ON WOOL MARKET. have controlled the Rook Island. It
a general strike of employes of northis understood the Rock Island acNew York, Dec. 28. Scores of dewestern railroads.
Values
Are
the controlling interest In the
Small
quired
Steady
Despite
tectives and patrolmen were sent into
Valley at 150.
Lehigh
Supply Bidding Active for
to
check
WENT VIOLENTLY INSANE
if
Chinatown, today
possible
New
Clip.
FROM OVERWORK. the outbreak of the Tong war in which
STEVENS HELD FOR
one Chinaman has been killed, withMURDER OF MACKENZIE.
Dec. 28. Despite the holiBoston,
Breakdown of Bernard H. Bail, the in a few hours, and another mortally
is considerable activity in
there
days
Great Expert on Freight
wounded. Police Captain Galvin says the local wool market. The demand Victim Was Son of a Well Known
Traffic.
that the new "gun men" were sent runs through all classes of territory
Cattleman of the Southwest
Philadelphia, Pa,, Dec. 28. Bernard here from Boston following the recent I wool flne fleeces moving moderately
Pleads Self Defense.
H. Bail, second
and legal executive there of five Hip Sing while interest continues keen in
quar
general freight traffic manager of the Tong members convicted ' of killing ter blood. Values are steady in spite
Aberdeen, S. D., Dec. 28. B. F,
Philadelphia and Reading railroad be- several On Ieong Tong men, and that of the small supply. Ohio quarter Stevens today was held for trial for
came violently insane today in his of- their mission is revenge. Low Jung, blood is firm at 35 cents, with 29 to the murder of David
at
C .Mackenzie
'
fice, and after a struggle was removed the 75 year old man who was killed, 30 cents for Montana, fine medium Lebeau, South
lwo weeks
Dakbtaj
to a hospital for the insane. It is be- was treasurer of the Four Brothers Wyoming clothing is held at 22 cents ago. Mackenzie was a son of Mr.
lieved that overwork caused Mr. Bail's Societies, the Western Tong, which in the gTease. ; Bidding for the new Mackenzie of Trinidad,. Colorado, one.
breakdown.
He was considered one has taken part in the war making It clip continues active in the west es- cf the most widely known cattlemen
; of the greatest experts on freight traf
three sided. All Chinamen are being pecially in Utah, Wyoming and east- of 'he country. Stevens claims self
fic in the country.
searched for weapons.
ern Montana.
defense.
Con-den-
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NOT LOAF
IN

SALOONS

f

Santa Fe Has Provided Reading Rooms at All Division
Points

Shafroth, after having
by the state military board
that, according to custom, he should
hold his New Year day reception in
the executive chambers, refused to
abondon his original plan to have open
HIGH GLASS THEATRIGALTALENT
house at his residence, and he has
compromised
by declaring he will
been-informe-

V

:

hold both.
.
Men Given Opportunity to InMrs. Shafroth has already arrangstruct Themselves in Music
ed for the reception at home, and the
and Art.' '"' ;"'
governor refused on that account to
dispense with it. Asked whether he
will have anything stronger than lemLos Angeles, Dec. 28. With " the
onade punch at his statehouse recep- completion of five, new buildings, evtion, the governor replied:
ery division headquarters of the San"How can I? This is a dry ward."
ta Fe railroad between Chicago and
"But how about the reception at Los Angeles is equipped with a readyour home?" was asked.
ing room for employes of the road
"That is in a dry ward, too," said and an auditorium in which highclass
'
the governor.
theatrical talent employed at an annua) cost of more than $50,000 is
MILLIONAIRES GIVING
heard. Thirty buildings are now InAWAY THEIR WEALTH. cluded in this enterprise and the men
are given an opportunity not only of
Public Benefactions In . the United correcting educational faults, but beStates Last Year Amounted to
ing instructed in music and art. Four
$141,250,000.
concert companies and lecturers of
world-wid- e
fame have been engaged
New York, Dec. 28. The total pub- to appear In these auditoriums.
As
lic benefactions in the United States a consequence the Santa Fe will now
during the last twelve months was strictly enforce its rule not to permit
$141,250,000, an amount Just $40,000.-00its employes to frequent saloons.
greater than any previous year
in the hlstoTy of the country, accordin- FOUR SHOT
g-to
statistics compiled by a New
FIRERS WERE KILLED.
York newspaptr. Jhe amount this
year was over twice as large as was Disastrous Explosion Wrecks Workgiven away last year following the
ings of Coal Mine Near
panic of 1907.
Illinois.
The principal benefactors in 1909
Four shot
111., Dec. 28.
Centralia,
have been the late John S. Kennedy flrers were killed in a dust explosion
of New York, $26,550,000;
John- D. caused by a "windy" shot In mine
Rockefeller, $12,825,000, and Andrew number five near here today.
The
Carnegie, $6,056,611.
were
badly damaged.
workings
Of the total amount given in 1909 Charles Carlson, one of the killed,
over a third was given for educationlost two relatives in the Cherry
al work.
.

trans--continent- al

V

0

Cen-trali- a,

l!,!

.

:

-

A

j

Governor

F.

Dec.

i an ioaay began uie preparation

Plant Worth $750,000 to Be Deeded to
State of Kansas for Manual
Training School.

Colorado's Executive Decides to Receive at Capitol and at Mansion
New Year.

John

LATTER

j

Amendments Needed to Inter- . .
r
staic viiimcrtc anaacl.
.jner- man Acts.

GOVERNMENT WILL ABANDON
HASKELL INDIAN INSTITUTE.

RECEPTION.

28.

CALLS

I

Lawrence, Kan., Dec. 28. Haskell
s
of
Institute, valued at
a million dollars, the second largest
Indian school in the United States, is
to be offered to the state of Kansas
Carnegie Slipped on Ice.
of a
New York, Dec. 28. The condition as a site for the establishment
school according to an antrade
day
of Andrew Carnegie, who fell on the
H. B.
ice yesterday and injured a knee, is nouncement by Superintendent.
Peairs today.
considerably improved this morning.

Denver, Colo., Dec.

throughout the territory by a vigorous
attack upon Governor Frear, charging
LYNCHING
THREATENED the governor with not acting in good
IS
faith with regard t
the propose
boniesteading of public lauds. In his
Body of Victim Found This iirt interviews upon the subject, the
:
:
.delegate to Congress said that the
M
munuug in im.- governor had "lied" about land ioliRiver.
cies and intentions. Later he withdrew this expression, but announced1'
as at war with the territorial
Denver, Dec. 2S. Telling her chil- - hinis-.-lwu.-- .
uiu iu nuunuuu
idimie u
'ne police. Mrs. Belle Hup, wite of a public lands.
railroad employe, at whose home a
The delegate's attack came as a
big negro had tried to force his way complete surprise to the Republican
few minutes previously, Mrs. Rup leaders. Governor Frear had just left
her house last night. This morn- - for Washington to urge before
t
big. her body, with her head beaten Kress a new- iailQ bill, which had been
to a pulp with a heavy piece of slag, prepared with Kalanianaole's assistwas found m the Platte river. Almost ance and unanimously indorsed by the
the entire police force is searching legislature of Hawaii in
special sesfor the negro who it is believed was sion.
the murderer, and if caught there
Prince Kalatiianaole said further
ill be danger of a lynching. Mrs.
that the administration of the public
twice
fired
the
door
at
Rup
through
in Hawaii had not been for the
"e negro before she went to sum- - lands
benefit of the people.
help. Some time after the moih"The sugar plantations can get
er had gone, according to the children, the negro returned, took $12 anything thev want from Frear," he
and everything else of value he could said, "but the people do not get any
find. It is believed that this was done chance.
Governor Frear lied to the
after be had slain Mrs. Rup.
people, and he lied to me, and made
me lie to the people in my promises."
After a conference
with Acting
MORE WHEAT PER
j

anti-saloo- n

500 Are Snowbound.

,

to

Delegate

Mott-Smit-

Harrisburg, Pa., Dtc. 28. About
500 passengers on the Pennsylvania
railroad were obliged to remain here
tonight as a result of the snow blockade east of Lancaster, Pa. All trains
ffirom the west were
stopjdi here
and it was announced that no trains
would be run eastward during the
night.

NO STRONG DRINK
AT SCHAFROTH'S

2.

;

A
one better.
lawmakers
Pa., Dec. 28. This new voluntary rule has just gone into
Philadelphia,
city is still feeling the effects of the effect by which every saloon in GoldChristmas blizzard. The railroads are en' is closed at 11 o'clock sharp. An
still partly blocked, and eggs, vege- other innovation this year was the
tables, milk and other, food products cutting out of Christmas bottles.

that prices

Dec.

President Taft Will Not Negro Beats Married Wo- - 'nsress k uianianaoie. known as Will Not Accept Extraordij rince vupni. wno recently annminc-man's Head to a Pulp
Heed Leaders to Posted himself a candidate for
nary Terms Advanced
has caused a political sensation
House
and
Robs
It
pone
by Madriz

the

so scare

Honolulu.

,

Forestal Criticism By Obeying the
Law to the Letter and Closing
Up Tight at 11 p.m.

skyward.

II

IS STUB

j

SALOON

ESTRADA

i

GoMen, Colo., Dec. 28. Golden saloon men are gradually making new
laws for their mvp oMiidancejinri government that it is believed will have
a tendency to weaken the
cause when the fight again conies up
STORM CONTINUES TO
at the
election in 1911.
LINGER IN EAST. Without municipal hints from local offspecial
icials, the proprietors have during the
Philadelphia Still Tied Up By Snow past two years conformed strictly with
Blockade Andrew Carnegie
the laws regarding midnight and SunSlips on Ice.
day closing, and now they have gone

are

GENERAL

There the Race Question and Land
Controversies Loom Up Large
on ths Horizon.

AT DEI
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HAWAII HAS ITS
POLITICAL TROUBLES TOO.

BRUTAL MURDER

WORKING OH ANTI-

'8.
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J
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.
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Perfetto

MIL UnlLI

Festions
Nabisco

and

I do not know if

WAFERS

I

ALL

WITH

I

PURCHASES

CASH

Winter Grocery Co.
f Southeast

CALL

Comer Plaza, Santa Fe.

AD SEE

Telephone

No. 40

IFOR YOURSELF

Established 1856.

est Wishes

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

rated

Dec. 2S.
Colo.,
Denver,
not know was that fair day in N
Weather forecast for Xew
.lune or May;
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
The hour, though told by convent bell,
and Wednesday with stationary
1
cannot tell.
X
temperature.
I do not know what words were mine
to love define;
Woodmen's
On that dear day I only know I love
Meeting A
regular
meeting of the Modern Woodmen of
you so.
America, Camp Xo. 1351, will be held
this
evening in Elks' hall.
Frozen
to Death Several
Sheep
Bound Over on Serious Charge
hundred head of sheep in one herd
and many smaller herds were frozen F. M. Montoya and A. Sanchez were
to death near Folsom, Union county, bound over at Albuquerque
to the
last week.
grand jury on the charge of assault
Boys Arrested Hooker to rob and highway robbery,
Runaway
Clean Your Sidewalks
Lujan and William Frisco of Las VeMayor Jose
gas, who had run away from home, I). Sena serves notice on every prop- were, arrested at Raton by Xight Mar- erty owner that after January 1, the
shal Harper Sproull.
ordinance requiring that sidewalks be
Two
Attempted
Holdup
negroes cleaned of snow and ice will be strict-- I
commanded Ike Sandoval at Van ly enforced.
Houten to throw un his hands but
Will Muster in Seventy Company
Sandoval gave them the slip and the G o the First
Regiment of Infantry
negroes are now in jail at Raton.
of the National Guard will be muster-- I
New Mexico Educational
Associa- - ed in at Albuquerque next week with
tion The Xew Mexico Educational
E.
men enrolled. George
Association will convene this evening seventy
Wickham has been appointed capat Roswell for three days' session. tain.
President W. E. Garrison of Mesilla
Albuquerque Occidentals vs. ComPark will make ihe opening address.
F. basket ball team of this city
pany
in
Drunk
Ends
Big
Killing at Silver at the
tomorrow evening at
City At a dance at Silver City at seven-thirt- y Armory
sharp. The fastest kind
which the men drank to excess, Depuis
are not
of a
ty Sheriff Eugene Sprouse arrested a theregame willpromised. If you
you
certainly regret it. Adman named Leopcldo for shooting out
the lights and to save his own life, mission to game fifty cents.
On another page of this issue, aphad to lull one of the merrymakers
j and wound
pears a write up of the basket ball
another in the leg.
game which takes place at the Armory
Successor for Professor Tinsley
Wilber L. Powers, of the Agricultural on Wednesday, the 29th. You will
bchool of Oregon has been elected to certainly miss some good sport if you
Seven-thirtsucceed Professor .1. D. Tinsley
as are not in attendance.
soil physicist at the Xew Mexico Col- is the hour. Admission fifty cents.
lege of Agriculture ' and
Tried to Break Out of Reform
Mechanic
Arts, Professor Tinsley going to the School Four boys tried to break out
Santa Fe railroad as scientific farm- of the territorial reform school at
ing expert.
Springer by sawing the bars at their
Ruppe Damage Suit Ends in Dis- window, but were caught in time to
John Hollis
agreement The famous suit of Rup- - frustrate the scheme.
pe and Di Palma at Albuquerque and John Smith, both aged 16 years,
against Barnett and Weinman, for of Otero county, are the latest ad$10,000 damages to Ruppe's drug store missions to the school.
hv a ravin? in nf a Willi rtf n bnilrl.
Irrigation Project to Reclaim Albu- owned by defendants, which was qeerque Mesa The Forest Cartwright
j ing
tried for a third time in the district Floodwater
Reservoir and Ditch
court at. Albuquerque ended i a dis-- j Company intends to erect a dam in;
the arroyo that carries off the waters
agreement of the jury.
Peculiar Accident Charles Doll at from Tijeras canon. The dam is to
his j cost $53,000 and will impound enough!
Albuquerque, playfully
tapped
four year old daughter Julia, on the water to reclaim thousands of acres j
head with the tip of his glove he had on the mesa stretching from Albu-- 1
picked up and to his astonishment queraue to the Sandias.
saw her drop unconscious.
Invest Three Deaths at Albuquerque Mrs.
gat ion showed that some one, as a Guy Lewis died suddenly last evening
joke, had placed an iron nut into the at Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. F. Huntstip of the fingers of the glove. The man died last night after a brief illgirl was not seriously injured hovv- - ness. E. J. Doran,
aged 57 years, who
ever.
came to New Mexico thirty years ago
Sentenced to the Penitentiary
from Detroit, Mich., died at Albuquer- Judge Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque que.
yesterday sentenced Florencio Pfeif-fe- r
Healthseeker Dies on Train Del-- !
from twelve to fifteen years in mar
J. Wilson, a healthseeker on his
the penitentiary for assaulting Mrs.
from Albuquerque to St.
way
Majoribanks of San Marcial. Proco-- j Mo., died on Santa Fe train Joseph.
No. 8
pio Xuanes who was implicated with j near Las
Wilson had been ill
Vegas.
Pfeiffer was given from five to six
only two months. He was aged 33
years. Porfirio Zamora was given six
years and was a businessman at St.
a!
months in jail for assault with
His wife and his father were
Joseph.
deadly weapon; Leopoldo Torres con- with him.
victed of manslaughter was sentenced
Remember the basket ball game at
from five to ten years in the penitenthe Armory tomorrow night, Decemtiary; Espiridion Lucero was sent- ber 29th. Dance follows the game.
enced to one hundred days in jail Seven-thirt- y
is the hour and it will
for assault and battery and Siario
cost
you
only
fifty cents to see the
was fined $25 and costs for a
Be sure and be there promptly.
game.
similar offense. J. W. Willets was
sentenced for forgery to one year and
fioctlDwed on Paee Eijrht.)
to one and to two years on another
count.
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To Our Friends and Patrons

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Wholesale & Retail
DRY GOODS

Goods.

PHONE 36

MANUFACTURER

FURRIER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

furs and hides for rugs and robes
Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
F

GORMLEY
FE, N.

SANTA

M.

CITY.

3
DEAR FRIENDS:
Once more w"fare the merry Xmas'season with'all its good time of
Bift pivintr. and asrain the old problem in what appropriate and pleasinir
way to remember our friends and relatives; confronts us. It Is impossible
in a brier waj to mention all the immense features of our Holiday stock
for this year, but know that alvisit to our store will (rive you the idta
and suggestion youIhavei.been looking for in select ing your inost im-

portant yifts.
We would, especially call "you attention, at t his part icular time to the
latest styles of percolators, chafing dishes, carving sets, aiso ujfuli line
of newest designs in table andlmiscelaneous cutlery, all of which make
very usefuls and appeciaties 'gifts.

I

Artistic Taxidermy ar t? Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining

FRANK

IN THE

P. O. BOX 219
tm

j

JEWELER

&

CENTURY

A

THE LEADING DRY GOODS
HOUSE

j

Every Description of work in our line done to order

436 Canon Road
Phone Black 19

FOR HALF

j

TAXIDERMIST, TANNER

coin

SELIG1N BROS,

i

China,

S. Spitz

w

Year

MINOR CITY TOPICS

day naught, naught I
you were night.

i

Deco-

1909.

a

For

M6

j

'8

28,

xtend ur

j

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

DECEMBER

Incorporated 1903.

10c, 25c, 50c.

soft and low;

REGISTER TICKETS

TL'EoDAY,

Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.lWeaken or Gripe.
Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
925
cure or your money back.

so

dark branches through.
cannot tell if brooklet's How was

That gladsome
,knev save

1L

"My father has been a sufferer from sick,
headache for the last twenty-fiv- e
years and
never found any relief until he began
taking your Cascarets. Since he has
begun taking Cascarets he has never had
the headache. They have entirely cured
him. Cascarets do what you recommend
them to do. I will give you the privilege
cf using his name." E. M. Dickson,
1120 Resiner St., W. Indianapolis, Ind.

thrushes songs
sweet and strong,
Hans out; nor if winds lightly blew

Phillapena

JT.

frlesdscli

Ul .

do not know if skies were blue, and
clouds but few;
And if the sunshine o'er us fell, I
cannot tell.
I do know if 'neath our
feet wild
blossoms sweet
Tn all their
early beauty grew, I saw
but you.

Sartoga
Vanilla

WE GIVE CASH

I1UU1IU

I

j

Satille

WAFERS

MEXICAN, SANTA FE,

'

Champaign
Cheese
Cheese Sticks
Cloves Leaf

WAFERS

JTEW

rue nmiv onnitin no

t

WE HAVE THEM

FE

y

Also remember in planing
your A mas dinner that
we have the famous

SAVORY ROASTER"

nnd a complete line
of kitchen necessities
for the holiday feasts

j

General
Merchandise

;

i

i

Undertaker and Embalmer

PICTURE

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

TRY OUR

ffi

188

RED

SATISFACTORILY

AND

oal

I

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
LEO HERSCH

Salt an J Seeds

fait

DIAMONDS

ja

GRAIN HOUSE iN SANTA PE.

C. YONTZ

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OF

MEXICAN FILIGREE Eyes w and
Flttd by
Service
Date Methods
i ;Wt:uKT
Cut Class. China and Silvoruava

I!I5!?,T
Right

i
I

Right

Up-t-

345 San Francleco 8t.

SANTA FE, N. M.

W

6th St. S,W

Cor. 6th.

& Hope

UK!

ir

BWE)U

TTT-

-

we ouRfli

1

10

1

n

nave vonr business

finality Counts for anything.
The argument is again in our favor.

Lump

cerrillos

SlS
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates
Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
ZZ5A$ FISCHER PROG COMPANY
AsbAKM

WILLIAMS & RISING

j

LIVERY
310 San
'
.

&

HACK LINE

Francisco St.

Srts,

Single

Phone Red 13y

Rip

&

Saddle Horses

IIMIIiWiMiffiMMtBimill

ElMieMTS

WE DELIY1R FIRST

If hices count for anything

If Experience Counts for anything in preparing Prescriptions
it

Yankee:

85

Kox, 25c.

Z00K HAS

RATON

Sis.

We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions, and financially
able to carry out any obligations
made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 c.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
per bottle. Sold by all druggists.
XATIVE RROMO Quinine Tablets
LA
Take
Take Hall's Family Pills for
refund money if It fails to cure
Druggists
K W. GROVE'S
signature is on each

j

Anthracite Coal all Sizps, Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindliri,

Fir-- t
class familT ho-- !
tel EUROPEAN PLAN '
100 rooms, 25
private
natns.
All
outside
tt
rooms, best ventilated
,8
house in the city: two
tSt J8
block from Post ffiee
'I','1
t very heart of city.
UjMJtSUli
El Hi
r r
unexcelled for comfort
and con ven le nces
prompt attention and
cleanliness is our1
motto; hot and cold
running water and
steam heat.
RATES 75c day special terms by month
to door.
Wahlngton bt, CarM.direct
I BARRY. Prop.

O.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

AISD IRETAIL

HOTEL ACACIA

How's This?
780
We offer one hundred dollars reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,

Grain, Potatoes,

WHOLESALE

Screened

Ar-mij- o

Flour, Hay,

No 14

HARDWARE CO.

j

DONE.

alia

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Phone

j

130

lea I
Also Good for Chickens
(illUM

ood-Ba- vi

No 14

j

Personal Attention

RESinENCK
NIGHT PHONE

Phone

I

J. D.'MULLIGAN
T7T TTVTT70 A T C Given Careful

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone
213.

"The Quality Drugist

"

Phone
213.

I
Our

e can

interest you in either large or small quantity.

list of customers is rapidly
We

growing this year

will appreciate your name among them

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER 28,

1909.
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rr
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VE NEW MEXICAN". SANTA FE, N. M.
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Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Farg .
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DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
agriculture. Building opera- has stricken his heart somewhat and Gus Koch, guard; Albert H. Clancy,
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not frequent, and little op- even now he can see the spark oi her captain, forward; Earl B. Wilson, forMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
by carpenters and builders, and portunity there was, therefore, to in- bright, black eyes, and the warm ward.
archi- struct the Indian in this art. His own
all sensible, wide-awaLine
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up Albuquerque
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Payable Tnrougaout the Uaited States. Canada. Mexico
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and all Poreign Countries.
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ed to raise the food of the padres dado, a swashbuckler of the worst Wickam, substitute.
and the small garrisons, his life can- kind.
not have been a very hard one on a
"Ha. thou son of perdition." says CENSUS OF IRRIGATION
Unmission having' many converts.
that worthy as he furiously twirls his
FARM STATISTICS.
If you want anything on earth try fortunately most of the missions "did long nioustachios, "what mean you
not prosper." This for the reason by thus throwing yourself against
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while the padre marks his back with Passage a bill introduced by Lnited
bizarre designs in high relief, it oc- - Stas Sfitor Heyburn of Idaho,
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RATES RIGHT.
very hot, and the work is not entire- authorized to be collected under the
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the idea that escape could easily be to provide for the 13th and subseO'vil and Electrical
Engineering and it Household Eco
He is fleet of foot, and quent decennial censuses,' approved
managed.
Caspar Avium
once within the chaparral it would be1 July 2, 1909, the director of the cen
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But soon he arrives at an- United States, and in each county in
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for self support.
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other conclusion. The padre has told that section under federal or state
him that his God is mightier than all laws; the approximate value of lands
For Catalogue and further information, address the President
others together. How this can be is per acre before irrigation and since
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Every board of county commissioners in the Territory, there are twenty-siJ. H. VABGHS, Cashier.
of them, should begin the New 5 H. J. PALES, Pretidsnt.
a
officially
A.
by
Year
adopting
HUGHES,
J. B. READ, Assistant Cashier.
aright,
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of the county. It is a
map
precinct
STURGESFRANK P.
aii a P WALTER
simple matter such a map can be
Editor and President.
easily drawn by any draftsman, for
i
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureit need only show the outer boundaries of each precinct. As it is,
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
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sus. New Mexico may be deprived of
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3
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a
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New!
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5
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few
a
are
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Within
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given by any mo.iey iransmiting agency public or The New Mexican learns that more
M..vifn the. heart of the common-- !
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three 5
es-iTrinidnd, Colo., hss a Kit Carson
Graphically, but weather bureau stations are being
wealth not only
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
will
which
Association
in Colorado and in other Memorial
every other respect, will become a tnblished
made on consignments ef livestock and products. $
advances
to the intrepid
W. H. erect a monument
vast garden and orchard sustaining a j states. Delegate to Congress
connecexecutes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line,, p
The
bank
In
this
scout.
see to it that New New Mexico
population of a million. On every Andrews should
to
tion the New Mexican has seen
and aims
extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, p
side, irrigation and power projects Mexico gets its share. The territory stated by newspapers that there is no
as is consistent with safety and the principles oi sound bank- - $
are being incorporated or are being covers not only a, vast, area exceeding monument to Carson in the south
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reat. The patronage of the p
Six miles south of Santa that, of New York. Pennsylvania, New west. Santa Fe has such a monument
surveyed.
and
federal
building
the
togethin front of
public is respecfully solicited.
Fe, the Santa Fe irrigation Company Jersey and Connecticut taken
demonstrates
it
variations
wide
not
offers
also
while
it
but
pretentious,
the
er,
in
Arroyo
is building two dams
hru ruTJTjri.anrinxuTJxruT
not forget altoHondo. Eight miles farther south, in climatic features. At present, the that New Mexico does
Sanat
Colorado Springs capitalists are plan- only stations are at Santa Fe and at gether its famous men. Thus
Bobe weather ta Fe, there are monuments not only
should
the
of
there
but
waters
Roswell,
the
utilize
to
ning
war and to
nanza, Cieneguilla and Santa Fe to bureaus, or at least, paid observers, to the soldiers of the Civil
reclaim IW.OOU acres of fine land. Go- at Silver City, at Gallup and at Al- Kit Carson, but also to Archbishop
a
buquerque. While Section Director Lamy, to General Kearny, to Governor
ing still farther south, there is
Luna.
great project to dam the White Rock C. E. Linney has organized a large Perez, to Cantain Maximiliano
canon and to reclaim a large area and efficient force of voluntary ob- However, there should be more mearound the village of Santo Domin- servers in every nook and corner of morials to the men who have created
exgo. Near Albuquerque, a company
the territory, yet, these do not have the this reat commonwealth.
pects to dam the Tijeras canon and facilities nor the training to take
mesa. care of Ihe more
WILLIAM VAUGHN.. PROP.
to reclaim the Albuquerque
important meteorOne of the orators at the New MexiNorth of Santa Fe, on the east side ological observations entrusted to
co Educational Association meeting at
of the Rio Grande, a project is under weatreh bureau stations or to paid obOne
in
Roswell this week, speaks of the
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way to reclaim the
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be
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Cuisine and
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Room for Com- Service
west side, the Chama and the El tinuous meteorological data from Al- erected on the plaza
mark the terminus of the Santa Fe
Rito are to reclaim a large portion
Unexcelled
mercial Travelers
buquerque, yet the climate of Albu- trail and he sugsts that under it be
of the Lobato grant. These are large
difthat
an
entity
querque is almost
typical of the
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
WASHINGTON AVENUE
projects only in this immediate vicin- fers materially from that of Santa Fe, placed a greatof figure
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of heroic size
a
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ity and beyond
of
or of Roswell or of other portions
clad in the garb of a frontiersman,
San .luan counties, there are
the territory, and is affected
Nor
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under
way.
vast enterprises
rushing forward and at the same time
that scarcely touch towns-lesbackward over the trail over
looking
do these projects exhaust, the irria hundred miles from it in any which he has come. This figure would
than
here
for
AMERICAN AND
right
gation possibilities,
should
EUROPEAN PLAN
the progressive spirit of today
at Santa Fe, the fioodwaters of the direction. Delegate Andrews
typify
for
and at the same ti.ne commemorate
river if stored in the Santa Fe canon introduce bills at once providing
would furnish enough water to re- weather bureau stations at Albuquer- the heroism of yesterday. It is a good
claim the mesas to the south of the que, Gallup and Silver City.
suggestion and should be acted upon.
aljoining it;
But in the meantime, what has becity and immediately
The sentiment which induced Gov- come of the proposed memorial arch?
the damming of the Tesuque would
add many thousand acres of fruit ernor Curry to reprieve Santos Ortiz,
lands to the small area now under a miserable murderer in Grant county,
Governor Sloan of Arizona is not
a
cultivation.
Similarly in the Nam-b- e who had been sentenced to hang, is
in askins for more lands for
backward
had
Ortiz
and the streams to the north of just one. The fact that
in
the enabling act. He wants
Arizona
J. E. LACOME
nor
tin
a
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neither
to
waste
intelligence
large
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it, flows
for instance, for the
100,000
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suamount of water. The Rio Grande means to appeal his case to the
New
itself from Buckman's to Espanola preme court calls attention to a phase support of the territorial fair.
donation'
a
have
should
Proprietor
Mexico
retoo,
Presiof criminal jurisprudence that
would furnish enough water to
claim the entire lower Espanola val- dent Taft touched upon in his mes- for that purpose for a territorial fair
some of the frills
ley. With the reclamation of these sage when he spoke of reducing the is of more use than
Commodious Sample Room
fertile lands, Santa Fe will expand cost of litigation to litigants, at least for which public money is expended.
the
for
be
should
too,
lands,
There
into a large, progressive city, provid- as far as the courts are concerned.
Long Distance Telephone Station.
ing personal and local bickerings are Probably the darkest blot upon one School of American Archaeology and
not permitted to divide the town and of the recent territorial administra- for other purposes. Uncle Sam owes
to stultify its growth. Now is the tions was the fact- that it permitted it to the two territories to endow them
Steam Heated: Electric
opportune time for the business and a poor mining man, Jack Conley, to liberally, if for no other reason, than
property interests to get together, be hanged at Taos under the most re- for the manner he has neglected them
Lighted, Every Room
not only for the increased value volting circumstances instead of giv- as compared with the vast sums he
Good One,
a
growth will bring to every one's hold- ing a few days additional reprieve eo expends for the Philippines and Porto
ing hut also for the sake Of seeing enable the man to have his case re- Rico.
FitESS THE BUTTON WK DO THE "REST,
Santa Fe the great city it was des viewed
by the supreme court. Even
tined to be.
to this day, it is the firm belief ot
The xew Mexican believes that the
acted in self de-- directors of the First National bank
NEW MEXICO TO BLAME FOR THE many that Conley
fense and that while his trial was as ma(je a wise choice both for the
DELAY.
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
as present court procedure and an terests of the institution as well as
The New Mexican during the past
it
or the community, when they offered
few years consistently advocated the upright judge could make it, yet,
was not conclusive on some points, the vacant cashiership to former
holding of a constitutional convention
so that the Territory would be in po- Surely Conley should have had the Lancl Commissioner A. A. Keen.' The
THE
sition to lay before Congress at this benefit of the doubt and should have First National hank has become so
time a constitution that would prove been given a few days more in which j essential a factor in Santa Fe's busi-tE"ii6t Class Scetauta&t iaa. Cc3allctleaato the members of the national legisperfect his appeal and have a high-- ness pr0perity that its personnel is ot
er
tribunal pass on his case. When prime importance to the city. With
Terthe
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lative body that the people
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ritory are sound and safe on that money and not degree of guilt are the Major R. J. Palen continuing as presSanta Fe New Mexico- L. deciding factors that determine wheth- ident, Mr. Keen elected cashier, and
Men like
(jnestion.
Bradford Prince and many others ad- er a man shall be hanged or escape an efficient force under them, the
vocated the same course but the op- with his life, then no man should be growth of the banking institution as
position was so strong that the propo- hanged for the assertion will always wen as us solidity, continue to be assition was dropped. In consequence be made that if the condemned enmi-- ! sure(i
First Class and
stai'bood is to be postponed another nal had the coin to take his case to
;
year or two, for an Associated Press a higher tribunal he would have es
scare
at
The
the
good
smallpox
dispatch from Washington has it that caped hanging.
roads camp of the territory between
no enabling act will be passed at the
au"'u 'u"",'l""luo lu'"a "ut
an
act
present session, but that
The auction sale of excess lands tinCORNER DON GASPAR AND WATER STREET
the
thorizing the meeting of a constitu- der the Carlsbad irrigation project in to have had no adequate cause for
suffer-trac- t
rantine was
tional convention may be passed, so southeastern New Mexico should at- - ?atlent unde,r
Hot and Cold Water Spacious Sample Booms
Steam Heat
How- '
that the President and Congress mayas much; in fact, more attention m merely from. chickenpox.
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For
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Every
Light,
be convinced of the ability of New than the land drawings did a few ever, the territorial authorities are to
Modern 'Baths. .
Mexico to formulate and adopt an ac- months ago in Colorado or in the far be commended for the prompt action
to isolate the patient and to
ceptable fundamental law. This
northwest. The settler who goes on they took
is helpless in the premises lands under the project aoes so under enforce quarantine over that section
of the camp in which the man had
for all its protestations do not cut any the most favorable
prospects. There
figure, while the submission of a con will be no waiting for water, and with worked. An ounce of prevention, esstitution would have clinched the mat-te- i water the Carlsbad lands are among pecially in matters of that kind, is
even more than the proverbial
and given Congress no excuse to
the most fertile in the southwest. worth f
cure
Pound
de'ay statehood.
The, climate is such that any kind of
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at
weather
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can
vegetables
produced.
grains
guilty of having murdered their bus- The
adjacent range is very extensive, not so much to boast of from the
EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRSCE
iness associate, were sentenced to be railroad
facilities are near at hand healthseekers' standpoint, although
FROM NOW
shot, and what is more, their estates and beautiful towns and cities are the dry farmer was pleased with the
ON UNTIL
were ordered to pay almost $3(5,000 to
dotted all over the section, so that bunch of high humidity and snowfall
the family of th
murdered man. the settler comes into a "well
him.
However, compared
develop- handed
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There are some ideas of justice in ed
with
blizzards in the east, the ex- the
with
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community
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WORK
Mexico that would stand transplanting
societies and all the
that 1reme co,(1 both north an(i soutn of
to the United States. Not only does can be commanded advantages
in progressive, Sonta Fe the weather in this city was
the
murderer often escape modern communities.
Excellent Assortments of
not s0 'lLa even though it did on three
Don't
the maximum penalty of the law in
different occasions dip a little below
Fa'.l
Many
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the United States, but the family of
There is such a demand for New the zero line.
to
other
no
in
victim
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is
recompensed Mexico lands that it is quite certain
Burned Wooden Placques
Call
articles
as far as money can do this, for the that many tax titles to Santa
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way that prominent
Fe prop- -'
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and
that
cruel taking off Of their provider.
will be bought in the next few cumb to appendicitis operations must
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attract
Tops
he'
Inspect
of
months.
proof that the rate
mortality
Delinquent taxpayers will
Los Angeles, always more or less a awake to the fact sooner or later that from appendicitis among the more
high flyer, will fly higher than it ever they must fight to retain heir prop- is much higher than among
flew before during aviation week next ery and must
pay not only the delin- - the poor, for according to physicians,
month. The methods and the means quent taxes due on it but also heavy the fatal termination of an appendici-penaltie- s
employed by the Pacific c6ast cities
and costs and in some in- - tis operation is an exception rather
Proprietor
to advertise themselves help to ex- stances lose their property altogether than the rule.
plain their prosperity and growth. Un- while fortunate buyers secure vaiur'
TT
801.303 San FraDcisco bt.
Santa Fe; N, M.
til Santa Fe spends more for advertis- able real estate at sums far less than' Zelaya has found a .harbor in Mex- ing itself it can not expect to be part they would have had to pay for it to icq and it is safe to. bet that he does
of the great procession of big cities.
the original owner.
not go into exile Tempty-handed- .
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Territorial District Attorney.
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,
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Coughs that are tight, or tickling,
get quick and certain help from Dr.
Snoop's Remedy. On this account
Druggists everywhere are favoring Dr.
Snoop's Cough Remedy. The tender
leaves of a harmless
mountainous shrub "give to Dr. Snoop's
Cough Remedy Its curative properties.
Those leaves have the power to calm
the most distressing Cough, and to
soothe, and heal the most sensitive
bronchial membrane. Mothers should,
for safety's sake, always demand Dr.
Snoop s. It can with perfect freedom
be given to even the youngest babes.
;

lung-healin- g

Test it once yourself, and see! Sold by

Stripling-Burrow- s

Co.

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican Want Ad.

try

Foley's Honey ana Tar is the best
and safest cough remedy for children.'
At the first symptoms of a cold, give
as directed, and ward off danger of:
croup, bronchitis, sore throat, cold in
the head, and stuffy breathing. It
brings comfort and ease to the little
ones. Contains, no opiates or other
harmful drugs. Keep always on hand
and refuse substitutes. Sold by all
druggists.
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business
tea
man,
years, be a
If you have a son, it is your duty to train him in
business methods, 10 give him thabenetitof your
ousiaess experience.
See that he has a bank account while he isurow-.- c
up. There is no other one thing thai will give
him a more proper insight and conception of
business than haviEg his own bank account.
ONE DOLLAR "WILL START AN ACCOUNT.

of today, will, in

jjfcj

$50,000'

Santa Fe,

yesterday.

Attorney W. V. Mills of Springer,
was among last night's arrivals at
the Palace.
A. Treuholl. a Xew York traveling
man, canie m last, night registering
at the l'alact'.
Marcus Whitt, a traveling man from
Oklahoma City, is iu lawn slopping
at the Palace.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien is
confined to the executive
mansion
with illness.
District Attorney and Mrs. John E.
Griffith of Socono, spent yesterday at
.
Albuquerque.
I'.- S. Marshal C. M. Forager has returned to Albuquerque from a successful, political triii to Washington,

N, ,M.
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THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BERGERE. Manager for New Mexico.
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tanta Fe.

Catron

N. M.
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ESTATE

WATSON & COMPANY
ESTABLISHED

We represent the

IN 1882

BET

of the "OLD

LINE" Companies; if you want the BEST

Insurance, let us write it for you. ,
(PR AAA to loan on Santa Fe Real Estate.
ipUiUUU Some fine propositions in fruit and
alfalfa ranches. By dealing with lis, you
are assured of a ''Square Deal"
V

mona

Santa.

HO San. S"ra.a.cisco t.

Red ISO

Mrs. Runialdo

.

M

PALACE AVE

(INCORPORATED)

M.

Does a general ABSTRACT, REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE

$20,000.00

SWITZERLAND

business

to

loan on Santa Fe Real Estate
:
at low rate of interest

WOODY'S HACK LIKE

TH E

Prom

OF AMERICA

THE VALLEY RANCH
tit ;'
;'fC
A (anions old Spanish Land Grant

beautifully and historically situated
on the Pecos River 7000 feet above sea
level and surrounded,. by.pine ana
spruce covered mountains of upwards
to 13000 feet with sunshine every day
in the year such as no disease germ
can live in.' The greatest health giving country in the world. 26;miUs
east of Santa Fe,

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
Bounds Trains.

CAPITAL AIDS CONQUEST
OF POVERTY BY NEW PLAN.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arries at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Of-- ,
William Pearson of Winnipeg
Ten miles shorter than any other
fers Backing for Transplanting
Good convenient hack and
way.
"
and
of Urban
.'5:V.
good teams. !, ..',':
Unfortunates''
Tli.iUiag'

dene to 2&ce Fae
'

'

'

Chicago, Ill.'Dec. 28. Backing has:
sang-eConofortable.
been offered for the conquest of poverty, now costing in futile charity in
Splendid trout fishing in Sumthe United States a billion dollars a
mer and all kinds, cf hunting,
in accordance with Emerson
year,
HORSEBACK
riding TENNIS
plan of transplanting from
Tough's
etc,
the cities the efficient unemployed,
educating them in the essentials of
Doton $,o o;l and $,z 00 Per week
agriculture, providing land and lendildluu Siddle Horsos, $1.50 per day or
ing to them at current rates of inter$5.00 per week.
necessary to reach the
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday est the money point.
Not only has a
Write today for Mlutratrd pamph et
and all Information
Returns Thursday and Friday. philanthropic Canadian capitalist and
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop land owner. William Pearson, of WinF. O, BROWN;
J. F. MILLER Mgr. Yalley Ranch H. M.
Phone No 23 nipeg, signified his decision to personally aid the process of transplanting.
Red
Agent.
which Hough's book, "The Sowers,"
has made a topic of discussion
throughout the Dominion, but Mr.
Pearson also Is personally enlisting
the support of statesmen and philanthropists in the United States and
England as well as Canada of the
plan.
On best authority it is stated that
Mr. Pearson has taken up the execution of the plan with the Sage foundation, certain other philanthropies in
New York and philanthropists in Chicago; and in ' England with Lloyd
George; Winston Churchill; Asquith;
Duke of Sutherland;
Sir Robert
Charles Brightman, of WatPerkes;
CO.
FURNITURE
THE CHAS. WAGNER
ford, England; General Booth; John
v
Undertakers and Embalmers
Burns, Lord Strathcona and Lord
Northcliffe.
r
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LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work
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EXTEND

The Coming Christmas

A

This of all seasons make
more charitable
one to another. The spirit cf chpprful giving is re
cognized ia all civilizi'J lands at Yuleiide.
Choose early if you would choose wisely
mai-kin-

ISMS JO
All.

Mi

Mill

&

Patrons

d

We hive a splendid array cf ser vicible things to
pit k f roin. You can find here many suggestions, a

MISS A., MCGLER
Southeast Corner Ptaza.

lew of which are mentioned below.

Dolls, Toys, and doll accessories,
Silver Sets, Spoons, Dish and

For the Baby

ifSISSQ

Furniture Sets.

tci

mat real
It is an admitted
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results a. a
obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.

j

j

The

Youngsters

new Marathon racers, Toy
wagons. Mechanical toys, Gift
s
etc
Books, English baby

For the

Hand bags, Music rolls, Fur sets,
Scissors or manicure sets, Mexican

For the

Go-cart-

If You are a Trifle Sensitive
j
j

About the size of your shoes", it's some
satisfaction to know that many people can wear shoes a size smaller by
the antishaking Allen's Foot-Easseptic powder, into them, .lust the
thing for Dancing Parties, Patent
.Leather Shoes and for Breaking in
New Shoes. When rubbers or overshoes become necessary and your
shoes pinch. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
gives
instant relief. Sold Everywhere, 25c.
Allen S.
Sample FREE. Address,
Oimstead. Le Roy, N. Y., Dont's accept
any substitute.

drawn work, Handsome jewel

combs, Beautiful bed room slip-

Young Lady
thP
IU0

POT1

VI

YflllT10

lUUIIfc

FOr

K.5.HEM

Mflll

MflthPF

FfltllPF

pers, Hand embroidered corset
covers, Xmasbox writing paper etc
Nsckties, Suspenders. Handker-- 1
ciliefs Mijitarv brush sets Book.
racks in oa or bras, Shaving
sets, Smokers sets, Night robes,
Pajamas etc.
LonS Camonas, Hand made work
baskets, Silverware, Cut glass,
Fancy china, Table linen etc.
1
piPes, Cigar humidor s, Felt
pers,:A Victor or Edison Phono- graph will amuse the whole family
slip-1U-

milld

THE LEADING

A THOUSAND

OTHER

INTERESTING THINGS

GROCERS

W.

IN.

VALVABLE AND
h ELECT FROM

TO

T0WNSEND & CO.
THE RACKET STORE.

j

j

Christmas

Specialities

DON'T FORGET THE
Candies and Nuts

for the children's stockings

Sis

OUR LINE OF
Pm kdpe Candies. Bulk Can-diiNuts, Table Raisins; l'ack-Bg- e
Crackers, Package Wafers
Christmas Candles is complete
-s

Presewts

We have now in stock and are every day
receiving goods for Christmas.
We have- an "elegant line of gentlemen's
ties, hose at d hose supporters, mufflers

.

WE HAVE
Christmas Candles in
all sizes and Colors

-

'
etc
For ladies an elegant line of plumes,
neckwear, baDdketchiet's, hote, til
kinds of fancy articles, embroidery patterns royal flosses and filo, dolls, statuary,
vases ptc.
We cordially invite every one to call and
look over our stock and we feel sure we can
'
please youl
rib-bor-

Fancy Shelled Walnuts
"
"
Almonds
"
"
Pecans
FANCY CITRON ORANGE
PEEL DATES FIGS

& LEMON

etc.

This

Space

S1N30V

--

"Grub-Staking-

y
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wife of the

Superintendent of Public Instruction J. E. Clark telephoned from Mor- iarty last evening that he had made
the trip from Albuquerque through
Tijeras canon successfully in his new
automobile although it was the hardest piece of road he had ever struck.
The Denver physicians who exanir
ined Abe Spiegelberg who is at the
St. Joseph hospital in that city for
treatment, have found that the patient
is suffering with cancer of the stomach, a malady which is incurable. As
soon as his condition will permit, Mr.
Spiegelberg will be brought to Santa
Fe.
Miss Anita and Miss Ramona Baca
have just been remembered for
Christmas in a most pleasing manner. Each received from John Philip Sousa one of his books with the
author's autograph on the title page.
The Sousa's have for years been very
intimate and close friends of the
Baca family, the gifts being therefore all the more appreciated.

REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
Catron Block. Santa.'Fe, N.

Ortiz,

of Capulin, Colorado, is in town
iting Mr. and Mrs. Luis Alarid. She
brought with her Petita Alarid who
for several weeks past was her
guest at Capulin.
Evans Z. Vogt of San Mateo, Va
lencia county, who is a prosperous
sJieepman in Valencia and McKinley
counties, was in Santa Fe today on
land business. He was formerly located at Glorieta where he was in

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
19

v

vis-

Cleaning and Pressing Establishment

Boom

pin? uoSbm.

postmaster and prominent merchant

To have that SUIT cleaned, pressed and put in good shape
We will do it
for fall wear.
RIGHT '
We will charge f
208 WEST

ssaujij jo Addns

3A
no A

i

headquarters.

E"e, XT,

--

Ijy

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Mather of Ship-rocSan Juan county, are visitors in
Santa Fe today stopping at the Palace.
Ranger T. X. Reynolds, stationed
at Cordova on the Pecos forest, is in
Santa Fe on his annual leave. He
will return to Rio Arriba county tomorrow.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess of Las
Vegas, president of the legislative
council, will arrive tonight from the
Meadow City.
B. S. Phillips, lumberman from the
Ramon Vigil grant, near Buckman, is
in town on a regular visit. He is a
j
guest at the Modern.
P. If., A. Lienatt, assistant in the of- - i
fice of Superintendent of Insurance j
Jacobo Chaves, has gone to Roswell
on official business.
C. L. Barnes of San Francisco, is-guest at the Palace accompanied by
his wife. He is here in the interests
of a theatrical troupe.
R. V. Herbert, the packing house
man from Las Vegas, is in town on
a regular weekly visit. He is quartered at the Palace.
Col. W. S. Hopewell of Albuquerque, is a guest at the Shoreham,
Washington, D. C., where Delegate to
Congress W. H. Andrews makes his

NOW IS THE TIME

The Goldberg
PHONE 203 BLACK

ssjcij sip ipiiunj o si 'op oj 8abij

!

LOANS

O

is'ja 3Hi oa niM

D C.

R. H. HANNA

Mwawmiw

imm mmrnu uum

03

. Deputy Internal Revenue
Collector
T. C. McConuell was at Alinuiuei que

DIRECTORS
OFFICERS

1

Palate.

UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO
Capital

HA'

M.

MENTION

F. It. riunkett has returned to Sanfrom a visit to .as Vegas.
Merchant C. L. Pollard of
i.s anions the
guests today at the
Chi ire.
K. Sachs, a New York t ravelins
salesman, is in town a guest at the

ta Ft

NT.

1

is

"

HIKE a CO.

La Moda Millinery
Phone Black 78

Mil

is.

Catron Block.

PGE
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Little Things Annoy

k

Louis Rocky Mt,

or PI ease Us

ComDany,

Railway

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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Automatic Smokeless Device

that actually prevents smoke the little lock on the inside of the tube
that holds the wick in check keeps it below the smoke zone, so acthese are some of the
curately adjusted that it cannot go wrong to the name and fame
little things that please that have contributed
of the Perfection Oil Heater.
The most satisfying heater you can buy always ready easy to

In Dawson, N.

always dependable

manage

quickly cleaned.

Brass font holds 4 quarts burns 9 hours. Attractively finished
in Nickel or Japan in various styles and finishes.for
Circular
Not At Yours, Write
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Nearest
Agency ot tae
to the

Descriptive

spectacles during the meeting as the
progress of the science of flying can
afford to date. So it is certain that
the people who are attracted to Los
Angeles during the meet will be assured not only of a cordial and friendly greeting from the business men of
Los Angeles, but will have an oppor- t unify to see more of the wonderful
new science than has ever before
been afforded.
Southern California, in itself, .is a
great magnet for the people of all
countries and of all climes in January,
when the skies are always blue, and
the hills and fields are green; when
the flowers are in full blossom, and
the balmy air is laden with the perfume of orange blossoms, and filled
with the gladsome songs of the birds.
No better time nor place could have
been chosen for this great event, and
so it is safe to say that the railway
:
men who already are predicting that
attracted to
; 200,000 visitors will be
in January to
j the "Italy of America"
witness the airships in flight, will not
hie far amiss, and if anything too
small.
Already many of the aviators and
aeronauts who are to make flights
j
during the meeting are on the ground
with their airships, and those who are
coming from Europe have left there
and will arrive in Los Angeles during
the next few days. No accurate esti
mate of the number of the various
kinds of aircraft that will be seen in
Ixs Anzeles. can be made at this
time, but already the list of those under contract is upwards of fifty.
I

i

OIL COMPANY

CONTINENTAL

AN ADVOCATE OF
HUMAN RACE SUICIDE.

(Incorporated)

Too

W.A.GORMAN.
Gen- - Pass- - Agent
JWgrMN.
RATON, Nft.
RATON.

J. van HOUTEN;
V. Ores, and Gen

?

hard
their

self-locki- ng

Connects with E. P. A . W. Ry. train No. 113 leaving Dawon, N. MH
l:C5 a. m.
M.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preeton, N.
Dee Moinee is fellows:
from
an
d
arrive
S.
A
train
depart
i,
Passenger
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, V.0I a. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
No. 7, 1:12 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. A . F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C
at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
ft S. at Dei Moines, E. P AS W
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cima ron, N. M., is depot r the fo Mowing oolnts l New Mexico: Ocato.
Pay a do. Aurora and Red Lakes.
New Mexico: Arroyo
Itt Park. N. M., is depot for following points in Ellzabethtown,
Lobo,
Cerro,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
Taos
and
Red
River
de
Twining.
Taos,
City,
Questa, Ranches

J, DEDMA!,

Device)'

They've been banished by
thought and tireless work. In
stead there are little things
please that make for comfort
The little
satisfaction.

ni-1-

m-1-

a'

Heater

(Equipped- with Smokeless

M., b:1t p. m.

t3.

e.

NO 2

6

88

would soon smudge the furnishings
and make work for the house-wifThere are no annoying little
things in the

HAILY

6 15
4 66
4 86
4 26
3 66
3 SO
2 66
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12 26
05
40
06
ill 16

46

"
" Uapullu
Vigil

IS
20
6
81

Little things annoy us the little
curl of smoke that, if left alone,

mm

Miles From
Raton

STATIONS.

f Moines

TUESDAY,

LOS ANGELES EXPECTS

MOTEL ARRIVALS

Many Children in This World,
Says Rich Woman at Spokane,
Washington.

TO BREAK SOME RECORDS.

DECEMBER

28,

1909.

DOUBT DISAPPEARS
Santa Fe Who Has a Bad
Back Can Ignore This Double
Proof.
Does your back ever ache?
Have you suspected your kidneys?
Backache is kidney ache,
With it comes dizzy spells,
Sleepless nights, tired, dull days.

No One in

Distressing urinary disorders.
Cure the kidneys to cure it all.
Doan's Kidney Pills bring quick re

lief.

Bring thorough, lasting cures.
You have read Santa Fe proof.
Read now the Santa Fe sequel.
Renewed testimony; tested by time.
Manuel Delgado,

140

Canon stree.1,

Santa Fe, X. M., says: "The public
statement I gave in favor of Doan's
Kidney Pills in 1902 still holds good
and I now readily confirm every word
I then said about them.
For four or
five years I was subject to attacks
of backache which were so severe at
times that I was unable to work. I
tried various remedies said to be cures
for troubles such as I ad, but nothing benefited me until I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at Stripling, Burrows & Co.'s drug store. They quickly proved their worth and effected a
cure which has been lasting. My experience with Doan's Kidney Pills has
been so gratifying that I gladly recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 56
cents. Foster-MilburCo.,
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
n

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

and

TO AND FROM FOSWELL.
Connection made wltn Automobile
line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. ru., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves Roswell for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,

Spokane. Wash., ,Dec. 28. "There
are
already too many children in the
'
Palace.
world. What we want now is qu'ality
Many Entries for Aviation Week
RATON, N.M.
C. L.
A. A. Keen, Albuquerque;
Parents should be
When All Sorts of Air Crafts
and not quantity.
Will ComDete. "
Barnes and wife. San Francisco; E.
taught the responsibility of bringing
children into the world, and, then,
Sachs, New York; Marcus Whitt,
W. W. Mills, Spring28.
when they have been taught that
Oklahoma
Dec.
H . n
City;
Los
Going
Calif.,
TF
Angeles,
J!
A.
s
Foley's Orino Laxative is best for
Las
of the babies born every
V.
R.
Vegas;
at
Herbert,
er;
far beyond the aviation meeting
of year are nothing more or less than women and children. Its mild action
in the Tllnttpr
Treuhold. New York; Mr. and Mrs. C. Rlioimc PVnrtpe
'both as to amounts of money human culls. I believe tht birth rate and pleasant taste make it preferable
A. Mather, Shiprock.
prizes,
to violent purgatives, such as pills,
,..an
Coronado.
offered and number of prizes to be ' win decrease ami
race
tablets, etc. Cures constipation. Sold
better
and
stronger
H. S. Radt, Fort Worth; Donaciano given, and being already assured of
La Reine by all druggists.
Mrs. Helen
from
This
B.
aerial
for
more
contestants
manv
Salazar, Holman;
Angel, Galisteo;
richest woman in Spokane,
R. T. Harbeson, Estancia; James H. honors than appeared at Rheims, the Baker, the
also
reformer, philanthrosuffragist,
to
aviation
Ricardo Varela, projectors of the
meeting
Scannell, Denver;
humanitarian and apostle of
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
be held in this city from January 10th pist,
Denver.
known throughout the
love,
brotherly
to 20th of next year are confident that
Modern.
northwest as "the little mother of
heavier-than-ai- r
maMASONIC.
B. S. Phillips, Mrs. W. the flights by
W. F.
unfortunate children."
balloons
and
dirigichines
rrea
spherical
convenBuckman;
J. DeLashmutt,
Mrs. Baker is anything but
Montezuma Lodge N
field will make
tional. She is young and attractive,
Green, Colorado Springs; W. C. Ham bles at Los Angeles
1, A. F. & A. M. Ren
of a startling nature.
aviation
travhistory
is highly tducated and widely
mer, Stanley.
recworld's
of
all
ular communication
the
That
present
Claire.
eled and has plenty of money to gratifirst Monday of eacs
will
aviation
in
and
areonautics
ords
L.
C.
looks
She
Pollard,
whim.
upon
E. C. Forney, Topeka;
fy every
be broken is already an assured fact, Thomas Paine as her patron saint and 16
ffi month at m.Masoal
Espanola.
Hail at 7:30 p.
and some hint of the attempt to do believes Bernard Shaw, Elbert Hub
J. A. MASSIB.
more wonderful things in the airlthan bard, Moses Harmon and Luther Bur- Including
CHRISTMAS DAY IN
before!
been
In
men
ever
COUNTY.
have
may
the
FE
attempted
Worthy Master.
as
four
SANTA
bank
the
SOUTHERN
greatest
-be gained from the list of prizes that world.
Dick
ALAN JL McCCRD, Secretary.
"Eugenics is the technical term for
Settlers Are Hopeful of a Bountiful has been given out by Los Ferris,
1 am engaged in," she said.
of
the
Angeles
Santa Fe Chapter No. I,
the
work
manager
general
Pubat
the
Festival
Harvest
R. A. M.
aviation meet.
"It relates to the propagation of manlic School.
Regular co
In the first place the aggregate kind, and I mean to devote all my
vocation second Monday oi
amount of all the prizes is something time to teaching children the right
each month at Masesl.
Hyer, N. M.. Dec. 25, 1909.
more than $80,000, and when it is way of living. You cannot mold charHall at 7:30 p. m.
Mexican.
New
the
to
Special
tothe child is 20 years.
acter
after
Rheims
at
known
that
the
C.
prizes
J. CRANDALL, H. P.
South Santa Fe county is very hope&
"My studies of children all over
taled less than $40,000, the signifiARTHUR
SELIGMAN.
Secretary.
sumnext
bountiful
harvest
of
ful
a
cance of this is at once apparent. The the world have convinced me that not
mer. The past week has Deen very
10
are
per cent of them
sailors will be under greater stim- more than
Santa Fe Commandery No.
cold with a considerable snow fall sky
For farther Information Call on or Write
children of love. The other 90 per
more
of
be
will
and
there
ulus,
many
1. K. T.
Stannear
few
a
cfc P. A.
inches
Regular conclave
from
b
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D.
T.
leads
this
varying
SHEA,
J H. McBRlDE, Agent, or
to enter the contests. In three cent are not wanted, and
them
fourth Monday in esei.
around
and
foot
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to
about
up
to
hence
10
ley
to
that
me
believe
years
SANTA FE. N. M."
grand prizes, of $10,000 each, the Los
month at Masonic Hall at
of a family of 10 or 12
Lyer.
Angeles committee has offered the be the father
be
as
much
a
of
will
A number of homesteaders are takchildren
disgrace
richest rewards for pilots of areoH. F. STEPHENS, 1. 0.
ing advantage of the half section planes, spherical balloons and dirigi- as being a confirmed drunkard is at
PERCY F. KNIGHT.. Recorder.
next
the
Within
time.
the
law by buying out relin- ble
present
homestead
airships ever known. These three decade we shall be able to teach these
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Notice for Publication.
settlers
of discouraged
quishments
prizes are offered for longest
Pecos
Reserve.
Forest
grand
No.
Homestead Entry (Serial 03888)
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
who held adjoining lands. Peter Mil flights in each division. To the .pilot things to children and the result will
Land.
Not
Coal
8087.
be a new race of men and women."
14th
in
that
added
another
degree, Ancient and Accepted
ler
quarter
has
of the first spherical balloon to make
No. 03943.
Scottish Rite of Free Masimrv meet
Department of the Interior,
to his claim. The fortune seek a continuous flight from the Pacific to
way
of
the
Interior,
Department
After exposure, and when you feel a on the thIrd Monday of each montfc
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M ers are being steadily weeded out and the Atlantic coast one of the grand
cold
coming on, take Foley's . ;aey at 7;30 0,clock ln the evenIng
November 2C, 1909.
a class of determined
will zo. To the pilot of a dirig- and
November 23, 1909.
prizes
Tar, the great throat and lung Masonic Han gouth glde of piMJL
hold of the fertile lands of ible airship who will make a flight
Notice is hereby given that Tiburcio
Notice is hereby given that Eugenic is getting
It stops the cough relieves
remedy.
gcoUlsh RUe Masong are cor
Lobato, of Leyba, San Miguel county, Martinez y Lujan, of Lamy, N. M., the valley.
from Los Angeles to San Francisco the congestion and expels the cold vm
lnvUed
tQ &UeQi
dja,
on
1904,
N, M., who.
September 19,
The expected low temperature fivz'.' another $10,000 will be given, and to from your system.
Is mildly laxa-- j
who, on Nov. 15, 1904, made Home
made Homestead Entry (Serial 03888) stead entry Serial No. 03943, No. 8151 the contents of a number of vegetable the aviator who will break the pres- tive
Refuse substitutes. Sold by
Sec. 28, for the northeast
SW.
No. 8087, for SE.
cellai s and destroyed a good rnany po ent world's record long distance, alti all druggists.
(NE
quarter,
HENRY F. STEPHENS 32.
NE.
NW. 4 & NW.
E.
N ranste 11 tatoes that were being held for spring tude and speed records in a heavier-than-aofj8ectlon 18 townshiD
Secretary.
12
Section 33, Township 12 X., Range
j
machine, there ia another BIG NEW YEAR'S
Ej N M p Meridian, has filed notice seeding.
u
i
X.
niea
M.
notice
P.
has
Meridian,
E.,
of intention to make final five yeai
DINNER AT FT HOUSTON.
Hyer has a very flourishing school $10,000 waiting.
i
of intention to make final five year proof, to establish claim to the land with
one
P.
O. E.
was
8.
but
a
Rhe'ms
At
there
prize
thirty children enrolled and
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. .,
proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and high average attendance. The school of $10,000, called the grand prix. The One Mince Pie, a Pound of Turkey
holds its regular session on the
above described, before the Register Receiver, U. S. land office, at Santa had a Christmas tree and literary en great deciding prize, and the Gordon
and Plenty of Trimmings for
or Receiver, TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 30th day of Decern tertainment Christmas eve and in Bennett trophy were won by Glenn H.
Man.
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A HAPPY NEW YEAR
AEl Wish to extend to our many,

i

patrons and friends our best wishes for
a Happy and Prosperous New ear;
We wish also to take this occasion to
thank our many friends for their liberal
patronage in which they have shown
their appreciations of our efforts to
please them, in the past year, and we
hope with the beginning of the New
Year to make our service and "prices"
better than ever; such as will merit a
continuance of the patronage of our
"old friends" and make us many new
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A Happy New Year.
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We are very thankful for favors shown us during the
past year, and we feel that our efforts to furnish the
best of outfitting, at the lowest prices consistent with
good quality, have been fully appreciated. It affords us
the greatest satisfaction.
We are not content with battles already won, however, and during the coming year, w shall press forward
to still greater achievements.
With mi lice toward none and with
best wishes for all we say once more

m

SANTA FE,
NEW MEXICO.

